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The need for change  
Helen Kelly 

 

 
“Never knowingly undersold” 
Principle and slogan created by John Spedan Lewis in 1925 

Anyone familiar with retail Britain knows of John Lewis Partnership. Founded in 1864 as a draper’s shop 
in Oxford Street and now employing nearly 68,000 people principally in John Lewis department stores 
and Waitrose supermarkets, JLP is the consummate brand: widely recognised, admired and respected 
whether or not you shop in their stores.  

Nearly from the start one feature personified JLP’s brand values and helped to explain their enviable 
success: employees would share in profits and be known as Partners in the business. 

Further, shoppers could count on buying fresh food and good-quality, traditional, brand-name items that 
they could return for any reason. Stores were well lit and merchandise attractively displayed. Orders 
arrived on time and the range of choice across the board was unequalled. Partners were helpful, friendly, 
well-dressed, soft-spoken and unhurried. You could take your time and enjoy the variety on offer or be in 
and out in a minute with precisely what you’d come for, and everyone seemed pleased to see you. 

These commitments in word and deed set the store group apart and defined a unique – and uniquely 
successful – business that prospered and grew. John Lewis and Waitrose became coveted places to 
work and the archetype of retail excellence for the enlightened traditional middle class. The formula for 
success was set and the future seemed assured. 

Fast forward to the late 1990s, when buying goods and 
services so–called direct drew hordes. Many people shopped 
on Sundays with crying kids at giant, featureless sheds. 
Discount was in, and name-brand below cost was the new 
must have. Everyone wore jeans and a tee shirt, and it was 
sometimes difficult to distinguish a customer from the person 
serving. 

Inevitably, profits at traditional retailers began to slip, and the 
department store division of John Lewis wasn’t exempt. In 
2003 it was clear that they needed to take action to ensure the 
business exploited every thing in its favour and generated 
improved short – and long-term profit. 

“We knew things needed to change,” Geraldine Grainger, Head of Learning and 
Development said, “and we knew our Partners were an important part, but we 
didn’t know where to start. It was very important for us to keep earning the epithet 
I’ve been so proud of all my working life:  Britain’s most caring company and most 
employee-centred management. So we needed to get it right.” 

To help identify what action needed to be taken John Lewis hired consultants 
whose objective eye saw gaps in the way they addressed their customers’ needs: 
John Lewis’s formula for commercial success hadn’t changed, whilst customers’ 
ideas and requirements were more complex than they had thought.. “The meaning 
of customer focus had changed entirely in the customer’s mind,” Mrs. Grainger 
said, “and we had to learn what their picture looked like.” 
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Where to intervene? 
While specialists addressed the customer and merchandise challenges, Geraldine Grainger was asked to 
create a plan for addressing the way Partner performance was managed. 

‘In our terms, management was about the store,” Geraldine said. “We had people in 
charge of sections. Their jobs were to be sure everything was on the shelves, that 
displays looked inviting, and that there were enough skilled staff to welcome and help 
the customer. There were department managers whose job was to look across 
sections and maximise sales. We were proud to be outstanding in our jobs and we 
were indeed among the best in the industry. 

“As you may have realised,” Geraldine continues, “we were not robust at managing performance. While 
we had always had annual appraisals, grading was minimal and there was relatively little measurement of 
behaviour or results. The structure was fairly loose and didn’t require managers to discuss areas of poor 
performance or achievement with their reports if they chose not to. It meant that some Partners simply 
weren’t sufficiently aware of how good they really were – nor what they needed to do to improve their 
performance or develop their career. 

“In fact, because we hadn’t – up till then – considered how we could manage performance better, 
managers didn’t actually know what they could expect from people. So it became clear that little fixes 
weren’t going to help. We were kind to one another but not developmental. We were polite but not 
decisive. It would take a change of perception, attitude and behaviour – a culture change. In other words 
– and here we made an intuitive leap that I trusted – we needed to become a High Performance 
Organisation. 

“I was confident that once on the High Performance road, we’d have a really positive impact on profit. Yet 
knowing that was the easy part. The rest was making it happen.” 

Recruiting volunteers to create the tools and take the show on the road 
The evidence suggested layers of behaviours that the company would need to address. A High 
Performance Organisation would reflect excellence in these and other core commercial behaviours. 

Commercial Urgency 
Some Partners had come to behave as a family rather than as business colleagues. Not 
that people weren’t working; they were, hard, and with commitment. Yet, for some, there 
wasn’t the questioning and challenge of the status quo that typically characterises a 
competitive enterprise – as if the brand were immune to external forces. 

Performance Improvement 
Performance evaluation was polite and kind. Managers would mention what was 
commendable and then hastily, with British reserve and perhaps embarrassment, 
mention things one might consider not desirable. A culture of continuous improvement – 
with lessons learned a welcome, exciting part of working life – was some way off. 

Decision Making 
In this culture of tradition and politeness, it wasn’t always made clear who was 
responsible for – or authorised to make – decisions. So whatever the activity, it wasn’t 
obvious who decided what. People spent a lot of time circling around issues without 
clarity about who would do what at the end of the discussion. 
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After much reflection, and discussion with colleagues, Geraldine concluded that a complete revamp of 
performance management would actually tackle many of the core behaviours and move the department 
store division toward high performance. 

A professional performance management practice, she reasoned, would identify the desirable behaviours 
– and the undesirable ones. Managers would provide feedback on both – which admittedly would be the 
tricky one – and decide how to help direct reports improve. And feedback, sometimes viewed as an 
impolite form of unkind judgment, would become a tool for overcoming shyness and becoming more 
proactive and open. Moving toward High Performance with financial goals as the outcome but not the 
purpose, she thought, might do the trick. Now it was time to get started. 

 

 


